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From: "Dave Lochbaum" <dlochbaum@ucsusa.org>
To: "Vonna Ordaz" <vlo@nrc.gov>
Date: 05/22/2007 1:20:29 PM
Subject: NRC's procedures

Hello Vonna:

I just spoke with Chip Cameron regarding problems we've encountered because NRC's actions/inactions
differed from what we expected to happen based on NRC's procedures. I told Chip I'd relay some recent
examples to you to illustrate the problems we're facing.

2.206 petitions (Management Directive 8.11): In two recent petitions, the NRC staff claimed to be unaware
of steps that they didn't follow. In the Shearon Harris 2.206 petition filed in September 2006, the petitioners
were not added to the NRC's service list for correspondence even though that step is the very first one
listed in the procedure to be taken upon acceptance of the petition. In the more recent Davis-Besse
petition filed in April 2007, my first verbal contact from the NRC staff was to hear the Petition Review
Board's decision. I mentioned during that call that MD 8.11 contains a step where the petitioner can
address the PRB before it's decision so as to highlight or supplement any points in the petition. I heard
pages flipping and a staffer confirmed that the procedure did indeed contain that step. I was then offered
an opportunity to present material to the PRB. Thus, my pre-PRB decision opportunity was offered after
the PRB decision.

Public meetings (Management Directive 3.5 or 3.6): The Commission laid out a policy statement on public
meetings and created the Category 1, 2, and 3 formats. Yet lots of meetings are not being noticed and
conducted per the management directive and policy statement. There are many forms of non-compliance,
but the dominant one involves noticing a Category 2 meeting either without an agenda or with an agenda
but with no public comment periods designated on it. Category 2 meetings are between NRC staff and
some other party. The public can participate and comment only during designated spots on the agenda.
But if there is no agenda or if the agenda contains no designated spots, it's really not a Category 2
meeting. When I queried Steven Hoffman on the NRR staff recently for the agenda on a Category 2
meeting this week that had been noticed sans agenda, he called to explain that the meetings are being
scheduled rapidly due to schedule pressure and the agenda isn't available when the notice must go out to
meet the 10-day rule. This "rush to bad judgment" is hardly an excuse. We don't expect the agenda to be
a detailed script of who will say what when. But the agenda could at least explain "NRC talks, other part
talks, opportunity for public comment."

Public access to documents in ADAMS: Hardly a week goes by that I cannot find a document in ADAMS. I
have the ML number or other reason for knowing the document exists, I just can't find it in ADAMS. I
contact the PDR staff who checks and tells me the document is in ADAMS but coded "non-public." That
begins a game of me requesting that the PDR staff request that the document owner re-check the
availability status so it can be changed to "public." Fun the first or second time, extremely tedious the
hundreth time. More troubling is that I very much doubt that I happen to be running across all of the
documents that should be publicly available but are not due to mis-coding.

Things on all three fronts used to be better. I don't know if the reorganizations or new staff or both is
causing the back-sliding, but it's getting increasingly annoying to be losing ground on progress that was
made in the late 1990s.

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS

CC: "Chip Cameron" <FXC@nrc.gov>
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